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celebrating 62 years
Program



~ Cocktails ~

~ Buffet Dinner ~
~ Mincha ~

National Anthem and Hatikvah ....................................Dov Cohen

Welcome.......................................................................Kayla Kaye
...........................................................................Dinner Committee

Greetings...................................................................Ben Lipschitz
.............................................President, Young Israel of Oceanside

Presentation to the Haars ..........................................Ben Lipschitz
..............................................................Rabbi A. Jonathan Muskat
...................................................Rabbi, Young Israel of Oceanside

Acceptance ...........................................Dora Chana and Josh Haar

Presentation to the Tuchmans ...................................Ben Lipschitz
...............................................................................Hillel Tuchman
............................................................. Rabbi A. Jonathan Muskat

Acceptance ................................................ Suzi and Kal Tuchman
~ Dessert ~

~ Dueling Pianos ~
~ Maariv ~

~ Birkat HaMazon ~
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Our Guests of Honor
Suzi and Kal Tuchman



Suzi and Kalman Tuchman have lived in
Oceanside since 1976 where they raised their
four sons, all of whom have wonderful
memories of growing up in our Young Israel
community.

Suzi’s lifelong affiliation with Young Israel
began as a young child when her family
moved to Long Island. Her father was a
founder of the Young Israel of West
Hempstead, and a recipient of the prestigious
National Council Shofar Award.

A Stern College alumna, Suzi received a Masters in ESL from Hunter College in
anticipation of making Aliyah. However, after their marriage the Tuchmans settled
“temporarily” in Oceanside and Suzi immediately became involved in every aspect
of Sisterhood. She served twice on the Presidium, first in the 1980s and again
twenty years later. Suzi has been the treasurer of the Mikvah since it was
established, a member of the Chevrah Kadisha, and, together with Kal, a Bikur
Cholim volunteer at South Nassau.

Kalman, a Yeshiva University alumnus with a degree in Biology, taught Industrial
Technology for thirty-five years in various NYC high schools, received a Masters
from NYU in School Administration and Supervision and was appointed Assistant
Principal of Careers and Technology Education at Wingate HS in Brooklyn. Kal’s
science background enabled him to teach Biology and Earth Science at Yeshiva
Darchei Torah and HANC middle schools. Retired from teaching, Kal expanded
his horizons when he became an Adjunct Professor at Touro Graduate School of
Education.

YIO took advantage of Kal’s voice when he read the Megilla for a number of years,
as well as Ba’al Tokeah, Ba’al Koreh, and Ba’al Tefillah for many years in the
Auxiliary Yamim Noraim Minyan. A board member, he was the Shul’s House
Chairman for over twenty years. Kal was keeper of the Yahrtzeit Plaques until
recently, and as a member of the Chevra Kadisha, he is able to take part in the
important Mitzvah of Chesed Shel Emes.
Their children, Aryeh, Donny and Yael, Yoni and Sivan, Hillel and Rachel carry
on the Tuchman tradition of service in their own communities, and in turn set
wonderful examples for their own children.
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Our Arnold Skolnick Young Leadership Awardees
Dora Chana and Josh Haar

Dora Chana and Josh Haar visited Oceanside
9 years ago and immediately decided that this
was where they wanted to raise their family
and that this was the community that they
wanted to call home. Since that time, Dora
Chana and Josh have dedicated countless
hours to our Shul and our community.

Dora Chana and Josh have each played
various roles in YIO - they have been
members of numerous committees and have
participated in virtually every event that the
shul has run.

Perhaps the most significant impact that they have had on the community is their
love for entertaining guests. Over the years, Dora Chana and Josh have opened
their home to countless prospective families, many of whom have since moved to
Oceanside and the Haars can happily count them as friends. They are also always
among the first families to reach out to people who are new to the neighborhood
or to anyone who might need a place for Shabbat.

Dora Chana and Josh have also been involved in the community’s growth initiative
in other capacities- from representing Oceanside at the YU Community Fair, to
organizing parlor meetings, to keeping information and photos from Shul events
up-to-date on the YIO Facebook page.

Dora Chana is currently serving on the Executive Board as Treasurer. She also
works as a pharmacist and consultant for Pharmsaver, a pharmacy technology
company, and teaches chemistry at Shulamith High School.
Josh is a CPA and Tax Manager for Angelo, Gordon & Co., a hedge fund in
Manhattan.

Dora Chana and Josh are the proud parents of Evie, Lea, Eli and Annie. We are
certain that the Haars will instill in their children the same love and responsibility
for community that guides so much of what they do.
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Greetings from the Rabbi

I would like to extend wishes of mazal tov to Suzi
and Kalman Tuchman, the Guests of Honor at our
62nd Annual Young Israel Journal dinner. They truly
are a couple that represents who we are as a
community and what we strive to be. I would also
like to extend wishes of mazal tov to Dora Chana
and Josh Haar, recipients of our Young Leadership
Award.

Harry Truman is known to have said, “It is amazing
what you can accomplish if you do not care who gets
the credit.” This statement is true for individuals,
and it is also true for organizations. In Pirkei Avot
(4:11), Rabbi Yochanan the shoemaker states: kol kneisiya she’hi l’shem shamayim
sofa l’hitkayeim, i.e., every assembly that is dedicated to the sake of Heaven will
endure. Additionally, he states: v’she’aina l’shem shamayim ain sofa l’hitkayeim,
i.e., a gathering that is not for the sake of Heaven will not endure. What two
gatherings are contrasted here? Tosafot Yom Tov points out that Rabbi Yochanan
the shoemaker does not contrast an assembly that gathers for a mitzvah with an
assembly that gathers for an aveira. In other words, he doesn’t believe that the
goal of the assembly will determine whether it will endure; rather, the motivation
of the members of the assembly will determine whether it will endure. Even if
the assembly is formed with a laudable goal, for example, to support Torah study
or to feed the needy, nonetheless, Tosafot Yom Tov argues that if those who
participate in the assembly do so with improper motives, such as gaava and
yuhara, i.e., arrogance, or, in the words of Harry Truman, to get the credit, then
this organization will not endure. Indeed, Tosafot Yom Tov writes that
unfortunately, in his time, it was common for individuals to possess these negative
qualities in communal organizations.

Baruch Hashem, our shul is a wonderful kneisiya, a wonderful assembly or
organization, with active members whose goal is to enhance the level of Torah,
tefilla and chesed in our community. Additionally, our motivations are l’shem
shamayim, for the sake of Heaven. This is why our organization will continue to
grow stronger and stronger in the years ahead. This evening we are honoring two
couples who truly epitomize service to our organization with this motivation.

Suzi and Kalman are a true Klal Yisrael couple. As a couple, they have given so
much to the Oceanside Jewish community, volunteering for the Young Israel
general organization, Sisterhood, the Mikvah, the Chevra Kadisha and South
Nassau Communities Hospital. And they do it all l’shem shamayim and they do it
all with a smile! I have known Suzi and Kalman to be spiritually
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growth-oriented individuals who both love to learn, who are machshiv talmidei
chachamim, are medakdek in halacha and who are baalei emunah. They have
raised their children with these values and their children are now continuing in
their parents’ footsteps in their own families. It has been a personal privilege for
me to work with Suzi while she was Sisterhood president and to work with Kalman
as house chairman, knowing full well that everything that they did for the
community was with the purest of motivations. What is so special about Suzi and
Kalman is how they are such loyal friends, how they literally will do anything for
anyone. On behalf of Yael and myself, I’d like to wish a Mazal Tov to Suzi and
Kalman and their children, Aryeh, Donny and Yael, Yoni and Sivan, Hillel and
Rachel, and their numerous grandchildren.

Dora Chana and Josh are such an integral part of the fabric of our community.
They are constantly opening their homes to prospective families and new families
who move into the community. You will find them at almost every shul event and
many life cycle events that take place within the community, because they feel
connected to so many Oceansiders, both young and old. I enjoy learning with
Dora Chana at our women’s contemporary chabura and I enjoy learning with Josh
at our parsha shiur. They are always wanting to do more for the community, to
make more people feel welcome, engaged and spiritually connected. Together,
Dora Chana and Josh are an endless supply of energy which is contagious to the
rest of our community! And they are so respected by their peers because they are
never interested in taking credit for anything they do. They are devoted parents to
their children and are invested in imbuing their love for Klal Yisrael and
community to their children. On behalf of Yael and myself, I’d like ot wish a
Mazal Tov to Dora Chana and Josh and their children, Evie, Lea, Eli and Annie.

Rabbi A. Jonathan Muskat
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Greetings from the President



Welcome to the 62nd Annual Dinner of the Young
Israel of Oceanside. This year we are privileged to pay
tribute to our Guests of Honor, Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and to our Young Leadership Awardees, Dora Chana
and Josh Haar.

Suzi and Kal have been an integral part of our shul
for more than forty years. Not only have they been
involved in the running of various committees and
have assumed various leadership roles throughout the
years, but they are a couple who have literally worked
on the physical nuts and bolts that hold the shul
together. These jobs are often less glamorous than other tasks and take a
certain level of humility and work ethic to ensure that the inner workings of the shul
run smoothly. Hard work and anivut, humbleness, are certainly midot that this couple
epitomizes. Suzi has served as president of sisterhood, twice, and has been
chairperson of the sisterhood board. She has chaired numerous functions for the shul
over the years while also having served on the board of the mikveh. Kal has served
as the house chairman, maintained our yahrzeit boards, arranged for mezuzah and
tefillin checking, served on the dinner committee, has worked on numerous other
shul events and has been a baal tefilah for many years on the high holidays. We are
pleased to be able to honor them for their efforts on behalf of our shul.

Dora Chana and Josh have lived in Oceanside for more than eight years. And while
their efforts in serving the shul in various capacities alone are worthy of this award,
the extent to which this couple performs hachnasat orchim is what truly defines them
and makes them standout. They are a young couple who is known for making others
feel at home - whether it is welcoming others to a Shabbos meal in their home or
ensuring that prospective families, newcomers and long term members alike all feel
welcome at shul events, this dynamic couple makes sure that all feel like part of our
greater Oceanside community. Dora Chana currently serves on the shul executive
board as treasurer and has served in other positions within Sisterhood and the GO
all the while coordinating and leading various initiatives. Josh is very involved in
many of the shul events and chesed programs, often seen taking photos of the events
as part of our Social Media efforts. He also has taken on the important responsibility
in maintaining and updating our shul yahrzeit boards. It is our honor to acknowledge
them as young leaders in our community.

Please join me in wishing all our honorees Mazal Tov. A special thank you for the
tremendous effort and countless hours put in by our Dinner Chairperson Kayla Kaye,
Journal Chairmen Josh Abramowitz, Joel Felderman and David Groen, and General
Chairmen Stuart Brand and Mark Burger, along with all the members of the various
committees who have worked to make this night such a success.



Ben Lipschitz
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Tzaitchem L’Shalom
With Tremendous Hakarat Hatov
to

Rabbi Moish & Sondra Gottesman

For 57 years you have nurtured our community
raising us and our children in the ways of
Torah, Chessed, Gemilut Chassadim & love of Eretz Yisroel.
Oceanside will forever be your home.

Alice & Harold Miller
Ayelet & Norm Galanti
Ellen Joy Abberbock
Adina & Norman Misher
Regine & Yosef Galanti
Esther & Josh Abramovitz
Myra & Mark Neuhof
Tali & Shaya Gartner
Linda & Elliot Allen
Dr.
Noah
&
Newman
Dr. NoahSheryl-Sue
& Sheryl-Sue
New
Sheldon Glatt
Debra & Benji Alper
Lauren & Marc Nudelman
Lori & Binyamin Golan
Nechama & Ovadya Aryeh
Claire & Stu Podell
Frederica & Alan Gombo
Yocheved & Judah Ausubel
Joan
& Jerry Posnick
Carol & David Gottfried
Blossom & Jack Balsam
Mindy Reznik
Miriam Green & Family
Betsy & Seth Bekritsky
Gail
&
Mendy
Saidlower
Harley & Sari Greenbaum
Miriam & Jeff Benkoe
Edward & Diane Satran
Barbara & Alvin Greengart
Joy & Isaac Benzaquen
Shellie Schiff
Dora Chana & Josh Haar
Rivki & Mechel Berger
Helene & Marty Schiffmiller
Miriam & Lenny Halstuch
Sara & Moshe Berko
Gail & Mel Schindelheim
Natalie & Avi Hirschel
Vivian & Neil Bernstein
The Spector Family
George & Matty Jager
Libbie & David Binkiewicz
Sharon & Mark Spund
Toby & Mordecai Blumenreich Sarah & Bentzy Kaminetzky
Kive & Carol Strickoff
Eileen & Michael Kantrowitz
Barbara & Allen Bodner
Sandy & Arnie Sudberg
Kayla & Jeremy Kaye
Toby Trainin Bonnett & Family
Michael & Evey Teigman
Sandy & Eliezer Kessler
Tamara & Stu Brand
Elana & Daniel Torczyner
Shira & Yehuda Kessock
Daniel & Zelda Breier
Suzi & Kal Tuchman
Leah & Shimon Klayman
Aviva & Ben Brukner
The Usdan Family
Guila Kotler
Lynne Lubash & Mark Burger
Helene & Herb Wallenstein
Irving & Florie Kusnitz
Carolyn & Alan Casden
Susan & David Warshaw
Chavi & Yossi Langer
Lea & Baruch Cohen
Naomi & Jake Weintraub
Esther & Armand Lasky
Diane & Howard Cole
Marilyn Weissman
Shuli & Eddie Lazar
Rock & Hillel Davis
Rivki & David Welner
Joyce & Shlomie Lederstein
Sy & Roz Endlich
Lucy & Leon Winchel
Harriet & Barney Yukolis
Suzanne & Charles Litman
Molly & Joel Felderman
Eva & Stu Zellner
The Mandel-Yonk Family
Paul & Beth Friedmann
Rikki
& Alan Zibitt
Shirley Marcus
The Frohlinger Family
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We Dedicate this Page In Loving Memory of our
Past Dinner Chairman

Lenny Spector, ”

Lenny served our Young Israel Community
as Dinner Chairman for many years.
His devotion and dedication to
the success of our Dinner was unparalleled.
Lenny served as a mentor and advisor to many
Dinner chair people who followed in his footsteps.
He has left an everlasting imprint on our dinner.

Molly & Joel Felderman
Ellen Joy Abberbock
Paul & Beth Friedmann
Esther & Josh Abramovitz
The Frohlinger Family
Linda & Elliot Allen
Debra & Benji Alper
Tali & Shaya Gartner
Nechama & Ovadya Aryeh
Sheldon Glatt
Yocheved & Judah Ausubel
Frederica & Alan Gombo
Blossom & Jack Balsam
Carol & David Gottfried
Betsy & Seth Bekritsky
Harley & Sari Greenbaum
Miriam & Jeff Benkoe
Barbara & Alvin Greengart
Joy & Isaac Benzaquen
Dora Chana & Josh Haar
Rivki & Mechel Berger
Miriam & Lenny Halstuch
Sara & Moshe Berko
Sarah & Bentzy Kaminetzky
Vivian & Neil Bernstein
Eileen & Michael Kantrowitz
Libbie & David Binkiewicz
Kayla & Jeremy Kaye
Toby & Mordecai Blumenreich
Sandy & Eliezer Kessler
Barbara & Allen Bodner
Shira & Yehuda Kessock
Tamara & Stu Brand
Leah & Shimon Klayman
Daniel & Zelda Breier
Irving & Florie Kusnitz
Aviva & Ben Brukner
Esther & Armand Lasky
Lynne Lubash & Mark Burger
Shuli & Eddie Lazar
Carolyn & Alan Casden
Joyce & Shlomie Lederstein
Lea & Baruch Cohen
Suzanne & Charles Litman
Diane & Howard Cole
The Mandel-Yonk Family
Rock & Hillel Davis
Alice & Harold Miller
Sy & Roz Endlich
Adina & Norman Misher



Myra & Mark Neuhof
Claire & Stu Podell
Joan & Jerry Posnick
Gail & Mendy Saidlower
Edward & Diane Satran
Shellie Schiff
Helene & Marty Schiffmiller
Gail & Mel Schindelheim
The Spector Family
Sharon & Mark Spund
Kive & Carol Strickoff
Sandy & Arnie Sudberg
Michael & Evey Teigman
Elana & Daniel Torczyner
Suzi & Kal Tuchman
The Usdan Family
Harriet & Barney Yukolis
Helene & Herb Wallenstein
Susan & David Warshaw
Naomi & Jake Weintraub
Marilyn Weissman
Rivki & David Welner
Lucy & Leon Winchel
Eva & Stu Zellner
Rikki & Alan Zibitt
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Mazal Tov

and Best Wishes
to

Guests of Honor

Suzi and Kal Tuchman

Arnold Skolnick Young Leadership Awardees
Dora Chana and Josh Haar

upon this most memorable occasion

The Officers

Board of Trustees
and Members
of the

Young Israel of Oceanside
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Mazal Tov

and Best Wishes
to

Guests of Honor
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and to
Arnold Skolnick Young Leadership Awardees
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
upon this wonderful occasion

The Dinner and Journal Committee
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National Council of Young Israel

50 Eisenhower Drive ♦ Suite 102 ♦ Paramus, NJ ♦ 07652 ♦ 212-929-1525

June 10, 2018
27 Sivan 5778

Young Israel of Oceanside
150 Waukena Avenue
Oceanside, N.Y. 11572
Shalom Dear Friends,

We at the National Council of Young Israel are delighted for this opportunity to
send you our best wishes and warmest blessings on the occasion of your 62nd
Annual Journal Dinner.

With pleasure, we join you in paying tribute to Suzi & Kal Tuchman, your
esteemed guests of honor and to Dora Chana & Josh Haar, recipients of the
Arnold Skolnick Young Leadership Award. Each of these exceptional
individuals are to be lauded for their extraordinary commitment to the shul and
community. You are indeed fortunate to have them among your kehillah.

The National Council of Young Israel is proud of the accomplishments of the
Young Israel of Oceanside under the guidance of your Mara D’Atra, Rabbi
Jonathan Muskat and your president, Ben Lipschitz. May you continue to go
m’chayil el chayil – from strength to strength.
Bracha and Hatzlacha,

Farley Weiss
National President



Marc Volk

Rabbi Marc S. Volk
Executive Director

Rabbi Binyamin Hammer
Director of Rabbinic Services
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The Young Israel of Oceanside sincerely thanks
all the supporters who made contributions
in honor of this 62nd Annual Dinner.
Pillar

Dora Chana and Josh Haar
Michael Sosnowik, Susan Sosnowik & Family
Suzi and Kal Tuchman

Benefactor

Hedy and Ben Lipschitz
Adina and Norman Misher

Guardian

Donor

Nechama and Ovadya Aryeh
Ayelet and Norman Galanti
Shira and Yehuda Kessock
Helene and Herb Wallenstein
Rivky and David Welner
Lucy and Leon Winchel

Suzanne and Mark Diskind
Dr. Mindy and Rabbi Avrum Haar
Rebecca and Jeffrey Misher

Sponsor

Philanthropist

Rachel Honeyman and Tzvi Doron
Debbie, David and Dorit Sosnowik
Esther and Josh Abramovitz
Linda and Elliot Allen
Debra and Benji Alper
Ilana Barry
Betsy and Seth Bekritsky
Beth and Daniel Bentley
Joy and Isaac Benzaquen
Magda and Frank Berger
Sara and Moshe Berko
Libbie and David Binkiewicz
Michelle and Jason Blass
Toby and Moty Blumenreich
Barbara and Alan Bodner
Saralee and Barry Boshnack
Tamara and Stu Brand



Patron

Ellen Abberbock
Diane and Howard Cole
Beth and Paul Friedmann
The Frohlinger Family
Barbara and Alvin Greengart
Leah and Shimon Klayman
Esther and Armand Lasky
Helene and Marty Schiffmiller
Beverly Skolnick
Rena and Mark Sokolow
Eva and Evan Torczyner

~ Full Page ~

Lynne Lubash and Mark Burger
Reena and Joseph Carmen
Kayla and Jeremy Kaye
Myrna and Monte Nussbaum
Marilyn and Jack Sherman
Lewis Sosnowik
Rochel and Yehuda Valladares

Aviva and Ben Brukner
Sari and Harley Greenbaum
Lea and Baruch Cohen
David Groen
Sharon and Jeremy Grysman
Susan and Dov Cohen
Miriam and Lenny Halstuch
Naomi and Gary Cohen
Miriam and Brad Herman
Gila and Chaim Davis
Eileen and Michael Kantrowitz
Vicki and Joe Eichenbaum
Sandy and Eliezer Kessler
Ros and Sy Endlich
Charlotte and Norman Klein
Karyn & Shalom Feinberg
Debbie and Mark Klinger
Molly and Joel Felderman
Devora and Jason Klor
Hannah and David Fischberger
Renee and Avi Kosoff
Regine and Yosef Galanti
Florie
and Irving Kusnitz
Susan and Irwin Gelbart
Chavi and Yossi Langer
Barbara and Sandy Glaser
Gail and David Lazar
Shanna and David Goldstein
Esther
and Brian Linder
Sondra and Moshe Gottesman
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Chavy and Joel Sturm
Suzanne and Charles Litman
Elana and Rafi Rosman
Bea and Lenny Mauskopf
Gail and Mendy Saidlower
Sandy and Arnie Sudberg
Diane and Ed Satran
Chaya and Shlomo Maza
Evy and Michael Teigman
Lonnie and Jay Mostel
Debi and Isaac Saufer
Carrie and Jerry Teitcher
Miriam and Arthur Nathan
Lorelei and Kenny Schrier
Debbie and Ezra Tuchman
Betty and Larry Shusterman Yitz and Shelley Tuchman & Family
Myra and Mark Neuhof
Donna and Joey Simantov
Sheryl-Sue and Noah Newman
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Tuchman
Lisa and Richard Snitkoff
Lauren and Marc Nudelman
Susan and David Warshaw
Susie and Barry Openden
Ginger Socol and Sharon Tuckman
Naomi and Jake Weintraub
Daniel and Yosef Sosnowik
Barbara and Alan Pelikow
Sabina and Michael Yastrab
Sharon and Mark Spund
Claire and Stu Podell
Harriet and Barney Yukolis
Joan and Jerry Posnick
Carol and Kive Strickoff

~ Half Page ~

Miriam and Jeff Benkoe
Carol and David Gottfried
Sora and Shlomo Brazil
Rochel and David Graubard
Broth, Lustman, & Jacobson Families Chana and Barry Grossman
Carol and Alan Casden
Natalie and Avi Hirschel
Aliza and Jeremy Dalkoff
Matty and George Jager
Rachel and Aharon Fraiman
Rachel and Lenny Koegel
Eleanor Frankel
Judy and Michael Levine
Harriet and Heshy Glatt
Fraidi Levy
Francis and Sheldon Glatt
Susie and Joey Levy
Adina Glass
Amy Meyers and Ron London
Shira and Marnin Goldberg
Lauren and Michael Mandelstam

~ Quarter Page ~

Naomi and Stan Altschul
Yocheved and Judah Ausubel
Rock and Hillel Davis
Aliza and Ruven Ellberger
Shira Billet and Rabbi Steven Exler

Jamie and Mordy Fenster
Joan and Harvey Harris
Natalie and Danny Hiller
Aliza and Aryeh Knoll

Eva and Stu Zellner
Leah and Daniel Bendavid
Zelda and Martin Braun
The Burkwitz Family
Golda and Stuart Dubner
Lori and Binyamin Golan
Frederica and Alan Gombo

Guila Kotler
Iris and Jeff Kubel
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Legum
Shoshona and Jordan Lenowitz
Alice and Harold Miller
Chava and Meir Zev Pick
Zahava and Yitzie Rosenbaum

Vivian and Neil Bernstein
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Burros



~ Eighth Page ~

~ Boosters ~

Janis and Yosef Levy

Judy and Ralph Marcus
Stephanie and Chayim Maza
Honey Myers
Helene and Steven Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Nachbar
Mindy Reznik
Teena and Michael Samter
Seymour Schackler
Allison and Yoav Shans
Linda Spector
Dina and Baruch Zhukovskiy
Leah and Yossi Lasman
Rabbi Ashie and Elana Schreier
Aryeh Tuchman
Lois and Burt Usdan
Lorraine and Nathan Strick
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Tinberg
Elaine Tuchman
Rabbi and Mrs Tzvi Tuchman
George Weiss
Marilyn Weissman
Stuart and Eileen Weltz
Mr. and Mrs. Sandy Schustek
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Spector
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Thank you to our
Commercial Advertisers

~ Full Page ~

Big Idea Technology
Caliber Printing/Starlite Travel
Fortis Lux Financial
Gourmet Glatt
Grandell
Hebrew Academy of Nassau County
Luxaire
Oceanside Care Center
PJ Sterling
Steven Krauss, DDS

~ Half Page ~

Allstate
American Cool Air
Collision Depot
The Drew Loren Team
East Coast Paper Inc.
Meadowbrook Care Center
Metropolitan Jewish Health System
Natow, Rosenberg, Pion MD
Railroad Drive-In Cleaners
Wheels to Lease





~ Quarter Page ~

Amabile & Erman PC
Gregory Binkiewicz & Company, LLC
Kravit Jewelers
TJ Automotive

~ Eighth Page ~

Blossom Heath Florist
Bruce Chubak, DDS
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PILLAR

מזל טוב
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
On receiving the
Arnold Skolnick Young Leadership Award.
We are delighted to share
this evening’s gala honor with you.

Suzi and Kalman
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PILLAR

We thank our beloved parents,
Rabbi Avi and Dr. Mindy Haar,
Mr. Michael Sosnowik, and Mrs. Susan Sosnowik,
for their constant love and support, for raising us with
Torah values and instilling in us strong Jewish
identities. We are so lucky to have such
wonderful role models in our lives.
We also wish to honor our grandparents,
Aaron a"h and Sylvia Haar, Marvin a"h and
Honey Myers, Lewis and Dora a"h Sosnowik, and
Gerald a"h and Marie Wagner,
for demonstrating the power of a shem tov and
encouraging our commitment to our community.
We love you all,

Dora Chana and Josh
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PILLAR

YASHER KOACH
To all the shul’s honorees,
Special Mazel Tov to our amazing children, Dora Chana and
Josh Haar. This is just one more instance where you rise to
any occasion, answer the call to do what is best for your
kehillah and all of Klal Yisroel, and distinguish yourselves as
the amazing couple you are.
We are so proud of who you are and the example that you set
for your entire family and everyone you come in contact with.
May you continue to have the strength to raise your beautiful
family, continue with your exemplary work in your jobs and
communities and be a tremendous source of nachas for your
family.
We love you, respect you and look up to you.

Mom, Dad, Chaya, Shlomo, Sima, Esther,
Brian, Shayna, Avigael, Avraham, Evie,
Bella, Lea, Malka, Eli, Mordechai, Annie,
Gila, and Erin
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BENEFACTOR

Mazal Tov to the extremely deserving guests of honorSuzi and Kal Tuchman
We are so blessed to have you as neighbors and
friends. Thank you for everything that you have done
to make Oceanside as wonderful as it is. Our
community is so lucky to have you both!
With love,

Dora Chana and Josh
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BENEFACTOR

Dearest
Evie, Lea, Eli and Annie,
You are our greatest pride and joy. Our blessing to
each of you is that you should be fortunate to find
communities as warm and wonderful as Oceanside in
which to raise your own beautiful families. We love
you to the moon and back!
Love,

Mommy and Daddy
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BENEFACTOR
MAZEL TOV

IT IS WITH A SENSE OF DEEP PRIDE AND JOY THAT I
CONGRATULATE THE YOUNG ISRAEL OF OCEANSIDE AND
ALL THE WORTHY HONOREES.
TO DORA CHANA AND JOSH- YOU CONTINUE TO BRING JOY
AND PRIDE TO MYSELF AND OUR FAMILY. YOUR SELFLESS
EFFORTS ON BEHALF OF ALL KNOW NO BOUNDS
AND ALL ARE THE BENEFICIARIES.
YOUR TREMENDOUS EFFORTS ARE EVIDENCED EVERY DAY
IN THE PRODUCTS OF YOUR HARD WORK,
EVIE, LEA, ELI AND ANNIE.
MAY YOU CONTINUE TO LEAD BY EXAMPLE AND
CONTINUE TO BRING NACHAS TO YOUR PARENTS,
SIBLINGS AND EXTENDED FAMILY.
I LOVE YOU!

ZEID
LEWIS SOSNOWIK AND FAMILY
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BENEFACTOR

To
Josh & Dora Chana
Mazel tov to my wonderful grandchildren
on this well-deserved honor.
You are great parents
and a terrific asset to your community.
Yasher koach.
Love,

Grandma Honey Myers
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BENEFACTOR

Mazel Tov,
Josh & Dora Chana
We are so proud of your accomplishments!
Aside from being wonderful parents,
Caring family members and successful
Professionals, you always make
Time for Tzarchei Tzibur.
Yasher Koach as well to our fellow
Mesorah family members,
Suzi & Kal!

Mindy & Avi Haar & family
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BENEFACTOR

Following in the tradition of Louis and Clara Tuchman,

Kal and Suzi Tuchman
Personify devotion to family, community and yahadut.
Kal and Suzi’s ardent support of charitable causes
and tsorchay tzibbur
Pays tribute to Harold and Betty Schustek.

With much love and appreciation,
We offer our wishes of Mazal Tov.

Yitz and Shelly Tuchman
And our children
Aviva & Yudi Zuller
Navah, Binyamin, Kayla and Gilad
Ezra & Debbie Tuchman
Louis, Solly and Lia
Shira & Marnin Goldberg
Joseph, Rosa and Jacob
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BENEFACTOR

Mazal Tov to
Dora Chana and Josh
On this well-deserved award.
Your continued dedication and
Commitment to the growth of your
Community and shul should continue to inspire.
Love to you and all your amazing children.

The Mazas
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BENEFACTOR

מזל טוב
To our amazing parents
Suzi and Kalman Tuchman
Who have taught us by example what it means to be
עוסקים בצרכי ציבור באמונה
To be among those who are faithfully involved
In the needs of the community.
 השםshould continue to send you blessings and success.
We are so proud of you.
Love,

Aryeh, Donny and Yael, Yoni and Sivan,
Hillel and Rachel
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BENEFACTOR

 מזל טובon this tremendous
well-deserved honor.
You continue to be a source
of inspiration to the whole
family and your community.
We love you,

Esther, Brian and Erin
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BENEFACTOR

 מזל טובBubby and Zeida,
You are great role models for us. We hope that one day we
can follow your example and be involved
in our own communities with the same
dedication and love that you demonstrate.
We’ll love you forever,
We’ll like you for always,
As long as we’re living,
Our Bubby and Zeida you’ll be.

Aharon, Shalom, Racheli, and Akiva
Tiferet, Sophie, and Naava
Sarah Meira, Rafi, Noam, Aaron, and Nati
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GUARDIAN

To our esteemed Turf Road neighbors
Suzi and Kal
Thank you for being such wonderful role models
for our community. Mazal tov on your
well-deserved honor.

To our dear friends, neighbors and confidants
Dora Chana and Josh
Thank you for introducing us to Oceanside and
bringing us along on our journey together. We are
so fortunate to have you both as a part of our
lives. You are both very special people and this
honor is well deserved. Thank you for doing so
much for our community. By the way, when are
we going to finish watching that Mission
Impossible movie? With warmest wishes for
continued hatzlacha,

Ayelet and Norm Galanti and family
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GUARDIAN
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GUARDIAN

Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal
and
Dora Chana and Josh
on your well-deserved honors.

LUCY & LEON WINCHEL
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GUARDIAN
Mazal-tov to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman

a wonderful couple and dear friends who have dedicated their
lives for so many years to our Young Israel.
May Hashem grant them many years of good health, peace, smachot and much
nachas from their wonderful children and grandchildren.
With gratitude for all you’ve done…

Rebecca and David Welner
------------------------------------------------------From the outset, our growth initiative goal was to identify and recruit families
that were good hearted, grounded, had solid “Oceanside” values and were
looking to make a positive and lasting mark on the community
they chose to call home.
Dora Chana and Josh
not only checked off each and every box on the list but
exceeded our goals in ways we never could have imagined.
They exude goodness and have raised the bar dramatically with their acts of
chesed, community spirit, hachnasat orchim and genuine caring and
efforts on behalf of our YIO family and our community.
Words cannot do justice as to how proud I am of them nor how
truly deserving they are to receive this honor.
May Hashem grant them arichat yamim filled with excellent health, bracha
v’hatzlacha, overflowing nachas from their beautiful children Evie, Lea, Eli and
Anni, and countless smachot in our midst… blessings they so richly deserve.
With love,

Rebecca and David Welner
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PHILANTHROPIST

Mazel tov to
The Tuchmans
and to our dear friends
Josh and Dora Chana Haar.
The YIO community is lucky
to call you members,
and we are even luckier to
call you our friends.
Love,

The Doroneymans
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PHILANTHROPIST

Mazal Tov to
Kal and Suzi Tuchman
on their well-deserved honor.

Special mazal tov to
Josh and Dora Chana Haar
You are an extremely special couple – truly one of a
kind! – and the entire Oceanside community has been
forever enriched by your presence. You are role models
for young and old alike, and we thank you for all that
you continue to do on behalf of our shul, day-in and
day-out. We consider ourselves fortunate to call
you our dear friends.

Nechama and Ovadya Aryeh
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PHILANTHROPIST

Mazal Tov to
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
We know that you bring bracha
to every community that is lucky
enough to count you as members!
You are an inspiration, and may you
and the whole family continue to be
blessed in Torah, chesed, and ma’asim tovim!
With love,

Debbie, David and Dorit Sosnowik
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PATRON

Mazel Tov to our niece and nephew
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on this wonderful occasion.
We are so proud of all of the work you do
for the Shul and the Oceanside community.
Love,

Rena & Mark Sokolow
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PATRON

Mazel Tov to our dear niece & nephew
Dora Chana and Josh
It is wonderful having you in Oceanside
as part our Young Israel family.
You have worked tirelessly & with
much devotion for our shul
We are very proud of you.

Aunt Adina & Uncle Norman
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PATRON

Mazel Tov to
Suzi & Kal Tuchman
Your continued commitment to our
shul is greatly appreciated

Adina & Norman Misher
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PATRON

Mazel Tov
to
Our Guests of Honor
Suzi and Kal
And the Young Leadership Awardees
Dora Chana and Josh
They are true role models for our community.

Hedy and Ben Lipschitz
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PATRON

MAZEL TOV!!
Suzi and Kal
Dora Chana and Josh
Ben Lipschitz
CFP®, ChFC, CLU

330 West 38th Street
New York, NY 10018
212-819-0700
EliteFinancialSolutions.com

Investment Advisor Representative offering securities and advisory services through Cetera Advisor
Networks LLC, member FINRA/SIPC. Elite Financial Solutions is independent of Cetera
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PATRON

Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on your well-deserved honors.

The Frohlinger Family
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PATRON

Mazal Tov and best wishes to our dear friends,
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
on their well-deserved honor.
Suzi and Kal have dedicated themselves to every
aspect of the Young Israel of Oceanside, its
Sisterhood, the Mikveh Association of Oceanside,
and many other activities and causes in Oceanside
and the broader Jewish community for several
decades. May they continue to see much success
in all their efforts and only nachas
from their wonderful family.
Mazel Tov also to
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on being honored as Young Leadership Awardees
for their outstanding service to the shul and
community, and for serving as role models to our
members of all ages.

Helene and Marty Schiffmiller
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PATRON

Mazel Tov and Best Wishes
To
Our good friends
Suzi & Kal
And to
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
It is our pleasure to congratulate you
on this well-deserved honor.
May Hashem grant you the strength
to continue in your tireless efforts
on behalf of the Young Israel of
Oceanside and “Tzorchei Tzibur”.

Esther and Armand Lasky
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PATRON

We wish you only the best

Diane & Howard Cole
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PATRON

IT IS AN HONOR TO HONOR
OUR HONORED HONOREES.
ESPECIALLY OUR GUESTS OF HONOR,
THE HONORABLE
SUZI & KAL TUCHMAN
OUR MOST HONORED NEIGHBORS.
מזל טוב:
KAL & SUZI, JOSH & DORA CHANA

Paul & Beth Friedmann & Family
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PATRON

Mazel Tov to our
Longtime friends
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
Who have contributed tirelessly to enhance
The Jewish community of Oceanside.

Mazel Tov to
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
Who, in the short time they have lived in Oceanside,
Have worked to maintain the vibrancy
of the Young Israel.

Alvin and Barbara Greengart and Family
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PATRON

Mazel Tov to our Guests of Honor
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
In your own unique style you have devoted
Yourselves to our Young Israel
Enhancing the  רוחניותwith your beautiful
Davening as well as the  גשמיותby your
Meticulous care of our Shul, and assuming the
Mantle of leadership in Sisterhood, the
Chevra Kadisha and the Mikveh.
We all learn from your example.
Mazel Tov to our Young Leadership Awardees
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
Your excitement and enthusiasm for all things Young
Israel have put you center stage in our community.
Your energy, creativity and devotion are contagious,
And you inspire others to join in your efforts.
That’s true leadership!

Eva and Evan Torczyner
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DONOR

Mazel Tov to our cousins
DORA CHANA AND JOSH
on this well-deserved honor. We are so proud of
your dedication and incredible contributions to
our hometown community and the wonderful
shul in which we grew up.

Rebecca and Jeffrey Misher
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DONOR

A big Mazel Tov
to the very deserving honorees
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar

Suzanne and Mark Diskind
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SPONSOR

Mazal Tov to

All the Honorees

Dr. and Mrs. Yehuda Valladares
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SPONSOR

Mazel Tov to
The Tuchmans
on this incredibly well deserved honor! The love and
devotion that you show to our beautiful Oceanside
community is an inspiration to all of us "young people"!

Josh and Dora Chana
what can we possibly say. We clearly paved the road for
you here! But all kidding aside, Oceanside is so lucky to
have you both as such devoted members of the
community, and we personally are privileged enough to
call you our dear friends. May we continue to share in
s'machot throughout our lives, and enjoy many more
dinners out and fun adventures together in the future!
#friendswhoarefamily

Kayla and Jeremy Kaye
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SPONSOR

MAZAL TOV TO
SUZI & KAL
on your well deserved honor for your many years of
devoted service to the Shul and the community; and
MAZAL TOV TO
DORA CHANA & JOSH
on your well deserved award for taking on leadership
roles among YIO's next generation.
TIZKU L'MITZVOT!

Lynne Lubash and Mark Burger
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SPONSOR

To
Suzi & Kal Tuchman
Mazal Tov on this wonderful honor! Thank you
for all your hard work on behalf of our
community.

And to our friends
Dora Chana & Josh Haar
From the moment we moved into this community
you made us feel welcomed and at home. In the
short time we have been here we have seen how
tirelessly you work on behalf of the shul and the
community at large. Your involvement in running
programs, on the board, and on so many
committees makes us wonder if you ever sleep,
and your dedication to chessed and taking care of
community needs is truly awe-inspiring. Yashar
Kochachem on receiving this special honor – it is
very well-deserved!

Reena & Joe Carmen
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SPONSOR

:רבי אלעזר איש ברתותא אומר
. שאתה ושלך שלו,תן לו משלו
Rabbi Elazar of Bartosa says: Give Him from His
Own, for you and your possessions are His.
ח/פרקי אבות ג
Tonight’s honorees
Our friends
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
And
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
are exemplars of this teaching.
May we all learn that our most important
possessions are those given to us by Hashem
Meant to be shared with
Community, Friends and Families

Myrna and Monte Nussbaum
and Family
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SPONSOR

Mazal tov to Suzi and Kal Tuchman!
We are so grateful for your years of devotion
and service to our shul.

To our dear friends, Dora Chana and Josh
To say that the two of you are deserving of this honor is an
understatement. Since we’ve known you, you both have shown
yourselves to be role models in every sense; modeling for the rest
of us what it means to be engaged Jews, committed community
members, and loyal friends.
Our community honors you today for your devotion to our shul
and your work on its behalf. But we are thankful for even more –
We’re grateful for the hours around your Shabbos table spent in
laughter and debate, and for the warm environment you’ve created
where our kids feel at home.
We’re thankful for summertime concerts and Wednesdays on the
beach, and for “dragging us” with you to sunnier climates because
Josh finished tax season and everyone needs a break ;-)
You give everything your all and are our masters of fun.
We look forward to many more years of watching our families
grow alongside each other, with lots of laughter along the way.
May these past 9 years be just the beginning.
Mazal tov!

Debra, Benji, Katie, David, and Emily Alper
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Suzi and Kal
You have been an integral part of our family for more
years than we want to admit. We value your friendship
and always enjoy sharing good memories. Mazal Tov on
this very well deserved honor. Oceanside is very
fortunate to have you as active members
of their community.
Love,

The Gordon Girls
AKA
Karyn & Shalom Feinberg
Diana & Joe Schwartz
Audrey & Betzalel Mezei
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Mazel Tov and Best Wishes to

Dora Chana and Josh Haar
Managing Events
Welcoming Visitors
Supporting YIO’s Growth
Service to the Community
Loving Parents
Commitment to Family
You are both shining role models of
leadership in today’s world.
Congratulations on being recognized for the
remarkable couple you are. May HaKadosh
Boruch Hu give you abundant nachas in all
your efforts, along with the ability to be a
continuing positive influence on your family,
the community, and Klal Yisroel.
With lots of love…

Uncle Daniel and Yosef
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Mazal Tov to our dear cousins
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
upon being honored for the work
and chesed you do for your shul
and community. You are a source of
pride to our entire family. May
Hashem give you good health and
strength to continue your good work.

Yussie and Gail Tuchman
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Mazal Tov to
Suzi & Kal Tuchman
On this well-deserved honor

Debbie, Ezra, Louis, Solly & Lia Tuchman
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A hearty Mazal Tov to our dear friends
Suzi and Kal
on this well-deserved honor.
Your hard work for our Shul
over these many years is greatly appreciated.
Mazal Tov to our back yard neighbors
Dora Chana and Josh
leaders of our Young Israel's next generation.

Sharon and Mark Spund
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Congratulations
Suzi & Kal!
Congratulations
Dora Chana & Josh!
With much appreciation
and very best wishes,

Aliza & Aryeh
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Mazal tov
Tuchmans and Haars
on this great honor!!
We feel so lucky
to have wonderful friends like you both
in our community!
To Josh and Dora Chana:
From the very first moment we met,
when you showed up on our doorstep
with fresh baked muffins on move in day,
to the countless after school play dates.
From all the Shabbat potlucks and afternoon hangouts
to joint birthday parties and milestone celebrations...
and everything in between...
you guys have been friends to us like no other...
we’ve become family actually!!
You couldn’t be any more deserving of this amazing honor
and we are so happy to celebrate with you!
We are looking forward to
many more happy years of being your
friends, neighbors and family!
We love you guys!!!

Aviva and Ben Brukner
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Mazal Tov to
Suzi & Kal Tuchman (Guests of Honor)
and
Dora Chana & Josh Haar (Arnold Skolnick
Young Leadership Awardees)
Thank you for always being so welcoming and helpful!
You really made our #ComingHomeToOceanside a
breeze! You all deserve this honor so much and we're
thrilled to not just call you our friends, but also our
inspiring role-models! Mazal Tov!!!
Love,

Chavi, Yossi, Kaylie, and Kira Langer
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Best wishes from
Sy & Roz Endlich
to
Suzi & Kal Tuchman
for their many years of outstanding service
and to
Dora Chana & Josh Haar
for their dedication and outstanding performance
to the Young Israel
Mazel tov!
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Mazal Tov to
Kal & Suzi Tuchman
who epitomize the ideal of dedication to our shul and
community as well as to Klal Yisrael.

Mazal Tov to
The Haars
who are accepting the responsibilty of communal
involvement from the YIO "veterans".

Hannah and David Fischberger
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Mazel Tov and Best Wishes
to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
on this well-deserved honor.
We appreciate your many years of
leadership and service to our shul.

Congratulations to
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on being recognized for your contributions
to the growth of our community.

Vicki and Joe Eichenbaum and Family
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Mazal Tov and Best Wishes to our dear cousins
Dora Chana & Josh
on this well-deserved honor!
You have inspired the community at large with your hard
work and dedication to the Shul
We wish you continued success in all of your endeavors
and may you continue to serve as a source of
Nachas to our entire family

Elana & Rafi
Jonah, Zachary, & Jordana Rosman
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Mazal tov to our "old" friends
SUZI AND KAL TUCHMAN
May Hashem grant you many healthy years to continue
your work for the Young Israel of Oceanside.
Mazal tov to two "young" people
DORA CHANA AND JOSH HAAR.
May your dedication to our shul inspire your
children to follow in your footsteps.

Suzane and Charles Litman
Cheryl and David Siegel
Devorah, Yoni, and Rebecca
Michelle and Gil Elmaleh
Shmoobie, Avichai, Nadiv, Hila,
Batzion, Tair, Geulah, Itiya
Suzy and Zev Litman
Azarya, Shmuel Yair, Tzofia
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Mazel tov to
Suzi and Kal
and
Dora Chana and Josh
on this well-deserved honor.

Diane and Edward Satran
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Mazel Tov
To
Suzi and Kal
and to
Dora Chana and Josh
On being honored by YIO
Thank you for your many
contributions to our shul.

Miriam and Lenny Halstuch
Starlite Travel
96 Cortland Ave
Oceanside, NY 11572
LENNY848@YAHOO.COM

Caliber Printing
381 Longacre Avenue
Woodmere, NY 11598
(516) 334-4410
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Mazel Tov to
The Tuchmans
and
The Haars
on your well-deserved honors.

Sari and Harley Greenbaum
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Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on your very deserved honors.

Barbara and Alan Pelikow
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Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
as the honorees at the YIO dinner this year.

Harriet & Barney Yukolis
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Mazel tov to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on their well-deserved honors!
May you continue to lead by excellent example.
Mazel tov to all of those who are working so
hard to make the dinner a success.

Linda & Elliot Allen
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Mazel Tov to a most deserving couple
Kal & Suzi Tuchman
for Recognition of their
Longstanding Service to the Shul
and their Maasim Tovim
to the Entire Community

Florie & Irving Kusnitz
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Mazel Tov to
The Tuchmans
on this well deserved honor!

Mazel Tov
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on this incredible honor! Thank you for all of your
endless hard work and dedication to our shul and
community. Always the first to step up and do it
all with a smile. Dora Chana, your help on the
growth initiative committee over the years has
been invaluable and you're always a pleasure to
work with! On a personal note, we love hanging
out with you both and look forward to many more
years of friendship, smachot, and fun nights out :)
Love,

Tamara and Stu Brand and Family
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Mazal Tov to all
The honorees
May Hashem continue to bless
you with strength to continue
your acts of Chessed.

Miriam and Brad Herman
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Mazel Tov and Best Wishes
to our esteemed honorees
Suzi and Kal
and to our young leadership awardees
Dora Chana and Josh
on this well-deserved tribute.
Your hard work and leadership on behalf of
YIO is very much appreciated!

Naomi and Gary Cohen
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Mazal Tov to the
Tuchmans and Haars
for your dedication and
devoted service to our shul

Susan & David Warshaw
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Mazal Tov to our very good friends
Suzi and Kal Tuchman

Lonnie & Jay Mostel
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Excerpt from the Oceanside Community Dictionary

ex-cep-tion-al [ek-sep-she-nal] adjective 1. Being an
exception; uncommon or extraordinary.
2. Unusually
skillful, accomplished, or intelligent; gifted. 3. Unique,
uncommon.
synonyms: outstanding, better than average, first class,
special, Suzi and Kal Tuchman, inimitable, wonderful

Above all else that you do for the community,
we appreciate your friendship the most.
________
To
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
Your energetic involvement and
unselfish participation has
enhanced our Shul and community

Barbara and Allen Bodner
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Suzi and Kal,
you've been instrumental in shaping our shul and
our community with your sincere warmth,
openhearted inclusiveness, and quiet
devotion to klal yisroel.

Dora Chana and Josh,
you hit the ground running from the moment you
moved into our community. You earned the
respect and admiration of our seasoned members
and became a role model for your peers.
Mazel tov and yasher koach to both couples
on this well deserved honor.

Myra and Mark Neuhof
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Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on this well-deserved honor

Betty and Larry Shusterman
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Mazel Tov to a most deserving couple
Suzi & Kal
From

Toby & Mordecai Blumenreich
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Best wishes to our longtime friends
Kal and Suzi

Sabina & Michael Yastrab
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We wish the
Tuchman and Haar families
a tremendous mazal tov on being honored this
year for their incredible dedication! Thank you for
being such strong pillars of our community and
for setting a beautiful example of leadership.
Dora Chana and Josh - You were among the
very first couples we met when we visited
Oceanside over six years ago. We couldn't have
been more lucky to be drawn in by your warmth,
and we will be forever grateful to call you friends.
May we all continue to share many,
many more smachot together!!
Love,

Sharon, Jeremy, Ella, Jesse, Gabrielle,
and Natalie Grysman
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Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kalman Tuchman
on this well-deserved honor.
Kol Tuv,

Socol and Tuckman Families
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Wishing a very big mazel tov to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on a well-deserved honor.

Esther and Josh Abramovitz
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To
Suzi & Kal
You were among the first "grown ups" who
welcomed us to Oceanside. Thank you for all you
do for YIO and the entire Oceanside community.

To
Dora Chana & Josh
It's hard to believe we met you only 9 years ago.
You epitomize the term "young leadership" and
are truly an inspiration to us all. May we continue
to share in many smachot and many
#SummerNights with music in our ears and sand
between our toes!
Love,

Leah, Shimon & Family
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Mazal tov to the honorees
Suzi and Kal
Dora Chana and Josh
on this well-deserved honor.
Thanks to the entire YIO community
for making our first year here a great one!

Sara and Moshe Berko
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Mazel Tov
and Best Wishes to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on a well-deserved honor

Magda and Frank Berger
--------------------PJ Sterling
409 Central Avenue
Cedarhurst, New York 11516
Magda Berger
Tel: (516) 569-3019 • Fax: (516) 569-3079
Imported Exclusive Sterling Silver Pieces
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Mazel Tov to our wonderful honorees:
Kal and Suzi
Your dedication and commitment to
our shul is greatly appreciated
Josh and Dora Chana
You are a young couple that was “Born to Run”
Our shul is lucky that you have found
“the promised land” – Oceanside

Molly and Joel Felderman
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A very big Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal
and
Dora Chana and Josh
on a well-deserved honor

Lisa and Richard Snitkoff
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Suzi and Kal
Mazel Tov and thank you for your continual
efforts on behalf of our community

Dora Chana & Josh
We are fortunate that you made Oceanside
your home as we know you
Inspire other young families to work
on behalf our Kehila.
Best wishes to all of you

Joy & Isaac Benzaquen
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Mazel Tov and Best Wishes
To our friends
Suzi and Kal
It is our pleasure to have this opportunity
to pay tribute to a wonderful kind and
caring couple who embody the finest
in Torah & Gemilut Chasadim
and to
The Young Leadership Awardees
Dora Chana and Josh
We admire and respect your dedication
to ensuring the success of our shul
May you continue to serve as a
Shining example for our community

Lea & Baruch Cohen
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Mazel Tov to our wonderful honorees!

Suzi & Kal
you have both demonstrated a total
commitment to our shul and our community.

Dora Chana & Josh
you have shown us all what it means
to jump right in and make a difference!!

Bea & Lennie Mauskopf
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Mazel Tov to all the honorees.

Joan & Jerry Posnick
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Mazel Tov to our
friends and neighbors
Suzi and Kal
upon this wonderful honor.
You have both done so much
for our shul and community, and
are truly deserving of this recognition.
May you continue to be an example
of chesed for all to emulate.

Dora Chana and Josh
Since moving to our community you
have been actively involved in our shul,
and we hope and pray that you will continue
to do so for many years in good health
together with your beautiful family.

Susan & Dov Cohen
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Mazel Tov to our Dinner Honorees
To Suzi and Kal:

You represent
the best of YIO history
To Dora Chana and Josh:

YIO's future is secure
in your very capable hands.
From

Gail and Mendy Saidlower
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Mazel Tov to our dear friends
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
And
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
On this well-deserved honor
May your continued commitment to Klal Yisrael
and our community be a source of bracha
To your friends and family

Stephanie and Chayim Maza
Teena and Michael Samter
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Mazal Tov to all
Our honorees
In Pirchei Avot there is a Mishnah that reads:
Acquire for yourself a friend קנה לך חבר. We were
so fortunate to do exactly that when we met
Suzi & Kal
Through the years our friendship solidified and
became even stronger when our friends became
our neighbors. Thank you Suzi & Kal
for your friendship and much more.
You truly deserve this honor.

Harriet & Heshie Glatt
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Mazal Tov to our
guests of honor
Suzi and Kal
Dora Chana and Josh

Eileen & Michael Kantrowitz
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Kal & Suzi Tuchman
And
Josh & Dora Chana Haar
Kal, thank you for not only making me feel
welcome from Day 1 but for continuing to do it
on a daily basis. Even when it’s as early as 6:00
AM. Wishing you and Suzi continued happiness.
Josh & Dora Chana, you have been more than
friends, you have been inspirations. Your warmth
and generosity is not only something the entire
community gains from, but as one who has felt
this personally, it is Kiruv at its best. And that’s
not just because of the best chicken soup I’ve
tasted in Oceanside.
May God continue to bless all the honorees with
strength and good health to continue till 120.

David Groen
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Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal
and
Dora Chana and Josh
on an honor well deserved

Carrie and Jerry Teitcher
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Mazal Tov to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on this well-deserved honor. We appreciate all you
have done and continue to do for our shul. May you
continue to be exemplary role models in your
devotion to Torah, family, friends and community.

Shanna and David Goldstein
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Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal
and
Dora Chana and Josh
on an honor well deserved

Saralee and Barry Boshnack
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Congratulations and Mazel Tov
to two very deserving couples
from

Sandy and Barbara Glaser
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Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal
And
Dora Chana and Josh
on your well-deserved honors.

Miriam and Artie Nathan
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Mazal Tov to the Guests of Honor,
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
on this extremely well-deserved honor. Thank you for all
you have both done for the Young
Israel of Oceanside!
Mazal Tov to
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on receiving the Young Leadership Award! Since the
moment we moved into Oceanside it became very clear
that it was just a matter of time until you were recognized
for all that you both do for the YIO as well as the
Oceanside community. Among the countless things you
do, your home is always open to host, even at the last
minute, when help is needed! You both are true leaders
who somehow find a way to balance very demanding
careers, raise a family and still give of your precious time
to better the YIO and this community. The YIO and our
community would not be what it is today without all your
efforts, both public and plenty more behind the scenes.
We will forever be grateful that your incredible
friendship and hospitality brought us here to Oceanside.
So thank you and mazal tov on this
truly well-deserved honor!

Michelle and Jason Blass
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Mazel Tov to
The Honorees
Much appreciation and
admiration for all you do.

The Newmans
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Congratulations to
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
our wonderful friends who have given so much to
the entire YIO community individually and as a
couple. We feel very lucky to have such close and
punctual friends - looking forward to many
on-time gatherings in the future and arguments
over who cheated at board games.

Congratulations to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
for all of their contributions to
the shul and community.

Regine and Yosef Galanti
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Best wishes of Bracha Ve’hatzlacha
To our very dearest friends
Rav Moshe and Sondra Gottesman
Our sincerest thanks for the honor of allowing us
to be considered your friends.
We’ve shared good times and challenges,
worked together on countless chesed
and tzedakah projects, celebrated each other’s
smachot and were there for each
other in times of need.
Our family feels truly blessed and
privileged for the zchut of having had
Rav Moshe be the mesader kiddushin
for all three of our children.
We, and many others at YIO, would
not be who we are today if it wasn’t for your
profound, positive impact on our lives.
We will miss not seeing you in shul every week
but love and have you in our hearts, always.

Rivki and Dave Welner
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Mazel tov to
The honorees
Your dedication to the Oceanside community
makes this a special place to live. Thank you for
opening up your community to us and showing us
true hospitality. We are so delighted to be here
and look forward to many more years together!

Beth and Daniel Bentley
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Mazal Tov to the
Tuchmans and Haars
on this well deserved honor.
Thank you for all of your commitments
and hard work which you have
demonstrated over the years, for
the success of the shul. It has
helped make the Young Israel of
Oceanside the great community it is today.

Jake and Nomi Weintraub
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THANK YOU

Evey and Michael Teigman
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מזל טוב
to our
Most Deserving Honorees
Suzi and Kal
Dora Chana and Josh

Sandy and Arnie Sudberg and Family
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Mazel & Bracha to
The honorees
May G-D
Continue to grant them
Good health, happiness & success.
Fondly,

David & Gail Lazar
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Best wishes to our dear friends
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and to
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
May they continue their fine work
For our Young Israel
And for the greater Jewish community
In good health for many years to come
From your friends

Carol and Kive Strickoff and family
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The Young Israel of Oceanside

Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on this well-deserved honor

Chavy and Joel Sturm

Sixtieth Annual Journal Dinner





B”H
Mazel Tov to
Guests of Honor
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
And
Young Leadership Awardees
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
Your efforts in building our shul, “keeping house”
Leading tefillah, presiding over sisterhood,
“treasuring” for sisterhood,
And welcoming new families
Help make and keep the Shul a vibrant community.
May you continue to go from strength to strength in
Your work on behalf of the Shul and Klal Yisrael.

Ellen Joy Abberbock
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מזל טוב
To
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
Our faithful friends and Groupies
On a Well-Deserved Honor which recognizes
Their dynamic efforts to strengthen
Our community and קלל ישראל
כל הכבוד

Susan and Irwin Gelbart
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מזל טוב
To two special couples
Suzi & Kal Tuchman
And
Dora Chana & Josh Haar
May Hashem grant you continued
Good health and strength
To continue your noble endeavors.

Sandy and Eliezer Kessler
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Suzi, Kal, Dora Chana and Josh
Four very deserving individuals
Who have worked so hard to build and
Grow our shul and community
You represent the best that Oceanside has
!מזל טוב

Claire & Stu Podell
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Mazal Tov to our very deserving honorees,
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
We appreciate all that you do for our
shul and our community!
A special thank you to the HaarsYou’ve always been so warm & welcoming
to us since we moved to Oceanside
6 years ago - even being the first to invite us for
Shabbos lunch when we just moved in!
We are so grateful for our friendship with you,
and look forward to watching Annie & Charlie
(and all of our kids!) grow up together!

Lauren and Marc Nudelman
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Thank you to
The honorees
for all you’ve given and continue
to do for our community

Libbie and David Binkiewicz
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לזכר עולם
 ובמותם,"הנאהבים והנעימים בחייה
"לא נפרדו מנשרים קלו ומאריות גברו

“...They were swifter than eagles
and stronger than lions...”

TO THE Blessed MEMORY
OF ALL WHO HAVE FALLEN IN DEFENSE OF

עם ישראל
תורת ישראל
ארץ ישראל
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לזכר עולם

In Loving Memory Of

Caryl Goldstein ע"ה
Harold Jetter ע"ה
Joseph Pessah ע"ה
Jerry Schneid ע"ה
Lenny Spector ע"ה
Young Israel of Oceanside
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לזכר עולם
לעלוי נשמת
ז״ל, אליעזר שמואל בן צבי
ע״ה, חנה בילא בת רפאל נתן

Lester and Annabel Abberbock
Pillars of the Oceanside community
for almost 50 years
May they be  מליצי יושרfor the
continued growth of the
shul and community
which they loved so dearly
.ה.ב.צ.נ.ת

Ellen Abberbock
Gary and Judy Abberbock
and family
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To our Dear Cousins
Dora Chana and Josh
Mazel Tov on this momentous occasion. Your dedication to your
Community and shul is most admirable.
We are so proud of you and the role models you have become.
Keep up this great work!

Lauren, Michael, Gabby, Ayla, and Eliana
Mazal Tov!
Uncle Kal & Aunt Suzi
On this very deserved honor.
Love,

Shira, Marnin, Joseph, Rosa and Jacob
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Mazel Tov to
Dora Chana & Josh Haar
on this wonderful
well-deserved honor.
We are so proud of you.
All our love,

Aunt Helene & Uncle Steven Myers
Mazal Tov to
the very deserving honorees
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on your well-deserved honors.

Suzie and Joey Levy
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We salute our dear friends
Suzi and Kal
on behalf of all of their work
for the Yong Israel of Oceanside.
We wish them good health so that
they may continue to serve כלל ישראל
and go מחיל אל חיל.
Love,

Nancy and David Broth
Baila and Murray Jacobson
Elsa and Mark Lustman
Congratulations to the hard working,
devoted, dedicated honorees
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on this well-deserved honor.

Mindy Reznik
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Biggest Mazel Tov
On this well-deserved honor
To our Mechutanim:
Suzi & Kal Tuchman

Debby & Isaac
The Structural Engineering Association of the
Supreme Nation of Kazakhstan salutes:

JD Haar
Best dressed in Oceanside
He is not just a man amongst men; he is a true leader amongst leaders
There’s only one word that can properly capture our admiration
of this fashion-forward fellow:
WAWAWEEWA!!
This ad sponsored by:
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Congratulations to
The Tuchmans
And
The Haars
on a well-deserved honor.

Fraidi Levy

Mazel Tov to
Suzi & Kal
and
Dora Chana & Josh
on this well-deserved honor

The Spector Family
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Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal
and
Dora Chana and Josh
on your very deserved honor.

Seymour Schackler
Mazel Tov to
The Honorees!
Best wishes to all the Young Israel families,
and the future generations to come.
Warmest regards,
Robert D. Manel (516) 458-4847
Michael Karlen (516) 238-7492
Licensed Real Estate Broker Associates
75 Seaman Avenue, Rockville Center, NY 11570
http://www.drewloren.com/
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Mazel Tov to
The Honorees
On your well-deserved honors.

Rachell and Lenny Koegel

If you knew Suzi
Like we know Suzi
Oh, Oh, Oh, what a Kal!!
Warmest best wishes & Mazal Tov
on this most deserving occasion.
Mazel Tov to
Dora Chana & Josh Haar
May you continue to serve the YIO community.

Joan & Harvey Harris
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Mazal tov
Dora Chana and Josh
on a well-deserved honor!
You are wonderful models of dedication
and commitment to Klal Yisrael

Amy Myers and Ron London
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We pay tribute to
The Tuchmans & Haars
for your vision and pioneering efforts
on behalf of our Shul and community.
Fondly,

Sora & Shlomo Brazil & family
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Mazel Tov to
two most deserving couples.
May good health, love & laughter
always dominate your lives!

Susie & Barry Openden

Mazal Tov
to
our dear friends
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
on this
Special Honor

Judy and Michael Levine
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Congratulations
to all the Honorees.
Well done to
Josh and Dora
on your Leadership Award.
From your friends and colleagues
at Angelo, Gordon & Co.

Congratulations to all of the honorees!

Shlomie Hershkop
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Mazel Tov
To
Suzi and Kal
May you continue your selfless work for the Young Israel
in good health, for many years to come

Beverly Skolnick
Dear Dora Chana & Josh,
Mazel Tov on your well-deserved honor.
The shul is lucky to have people like you.

Chana & Barry Grossman
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Mazel Tov
Suzi and Kal
on this well deserved honor.
Your love of Torah and performance of Chesed
Is a lesson for all of us. We have been friends for
MANY years and cherish this bond for the
past, present and IY”H the future.

Rochel and David Graubard

Mazel Tov to all the honorees.

Miriam & Jeff Benkoe
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Suzi & Kal
WELL DESERVED
MAZAL TOV

Fran & Sheldon Glatt
A big Mazel Tov to
The Tuchmans
and
The Haars
on a well-deserved honor

Allison and Yoav Shans
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Dear Bubby Suzi and Kal,
Thank you for making our time in Oceanside
so special and we love seeing you when
you visit LA and can see you.
Love,

Judah, Mindy and Ella Hirschel
Suzi & Kal
Dora Chana & Josh
From seeing each other every day
To speaking a few times a week
To catching up yearly or more...
Friendship is forever. Congratulations
on this well deserve honor!

Natalie and Avi Hirschel
ב"ה
In honor of our dear friends
Suzi and Kal
Whose devotion and
Dedication to Torah
And Mitzvot inspires
Us and personifies
.תורה ומדע
Mazel Tov on this well-deserved honor!

Judy & Ralph Marcus
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 מזל טובto the honorees
Suzi & Kal Tuchman
And
Dora Chana & Josh Haar
On this well-deserved honor.
תלכו מחיל אל חיל
With great appreciation

Matty and George Jager
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Congratulations to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on this very deserved honor.

Eleanor Frankel
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Mazel Tov and best wishes to the honorees
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
And
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
From

Honorable Judge Gary F. Knobel & Family
To
Suzi and Kal
Mazal Tov and best wishes
On this truly deserved honor.
May you both continue to be a
Constant source of pride to all of Klal Yisroel

Carolyn and Alan Casden
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Railroad Drive-In Cleaners
(at the Oceanside L.I.R.R Station)
Expert Tailoring & Shirt Laundering on Premises
Same Day Service
Leather-Suede-Draperies
Down Specialists
Free Box Storage
Wedding Gowns
3180 Lawson Blvd.
766-9153
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Mazal Tov to
The Tuchmans and the Haars
On your well-deserved honors.

Adina, Debbie and Shlomo Glass

Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal
and
Dora Chana and Josh
on your well-deserved honors.

Carol and David Gottfried
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Mazal Tov
Josh and Dora Chana Haar
We have had many first hand experiences with your caring nature
and leadership qualities. Your strength and amazing capabilities
are a continuous role model for our community and we are beyond
lucky to have such an incredible couple in our midst. Thank you!

Ahron and Rachel Fraiman

Mazel Tov to all
The Honorees

The Dinner Committee
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Wishing
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
Mazal Tov and Yashar Koach
On this well-deserved honor.
May you continue with Maasim Tovim.

Natalie and Danny Hiller
Dearest
Suzi and Kalman
Mazal tov on your well-deserved honor!
Wishing you lots of happiness, nachas,
and good health ad 120!
Love,

Yossi and Leah Lasman
To our dear friends & cousins,
Josh & Dora Chana
You’ve done it again! Mazel Tov
On your well-deserved honor.
Love,

Aliza, Ruven, Maya, Liana & Caleb

Dora Chana & Josh
We are in awe of your leadership, your creativity, your energy, your
kindness, your generosity, your community spirit! Mazal tov on this
well-deserved honor! Mazal tov to the other honorees, and to the entire
YIO community. With love and admiration,

Shira Billet & Steven Exler
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Mazel Tov to
Dora Chana and Josh
on this well-deserved and special honor.

Jamie and Mordy Fenster
We join the Young Israel family in honoring our very dear "old" friends
Kal and Suzi Tuchman
and our newer friends
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
Special people deserve special recognition

The Davis and Gartner Families
Best Wishes to
The Tuchmans and The Haars
On tonight’s well-deserved honor!
Thank you for your dedication
And efforts on behalf of our Young Israel.

Yocheved and Judah Ausubel
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It is my great honor to
Honor greatly
Our great honorees!

Marilyn Weissman
Congratulations to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
For your dedication to Young Israel of Oceanside
And for being like disciples of Aaron,
Loving peace, pursuing integrity and bringing us closer to the principles of the Torah.

Naomi & Stan Altschul
Mazel Tov to
The Tuchmans and Haars
On this well-deserved honor

The Journal Committee
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Mazel Tov to
The Tuchmans and Haars
On this well-deserved honor!
May your leadership, dedication and good
Deeds continue to benefit our shul and community.

Eva & Stu Zellner

Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
Doran Chana and Josh Haar

Young Israel of Oceanside

Mazel Tov to
The Honorees

Board of Trustees
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Way to go
Kalman and Suzi!
So proud to share the Tuchman name with
you! It is a well-deserved honor. May
Hashem grant you continued nachas,
hatzlacha and gezunt!
Love,

Tzvi and Ilana



Mazal Tov to
The Honorees

Guila Kotler

PS Special Mazal Tov from Brachie!!
Mazel Tov and best wishes to the Honorees:
Mazel tov to
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar
on this well-deserved honor.

Lori and Binyamin Golan

Suzi and Kal
and
Dora Chana and Josh

George Weiss

In admiration of 2 amazing people
Congratulations
Kal & Suzi Tuchman
I am proud to be part of your family

Suzi and Kal Tuchman

Iris and Jeff Kubel

Cousin Elaine Tuchman

Congratulations and Best
Wishes to the Honorees
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
Dora Chana and Josh Haar

EconoVision Center



Mazel Tov to
Suzi and Kal
And
Dora Chana and Josh
And to all our friends at the
Young Israel of Oceanside

Shera and Bruce Chubak and family
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Mazal Tov to Suzi and Kal and Dora Chana
and Josh. The Tuchmans have been true
leaders of the YIO for many years and the
Haars are already leaders of the future of our
shul. Kol Hakavod to both couples on
these well-deserved honors.

Alice and Harold Miller
Mazal Tov to
Mazal Tov to our cousins Kal and Suzi
Tuchman on a well-deserved honor. You
should have health and strength to continue
your work on behalf of Klal Yisroel.

Suzi and Kal
on a well-deserved honor.
Kol Hakavod

Meir Zev and Chava Pick

Lois & Burt Usdan

Mazal Tov to the

Mazel Tov

Tuchmans and Haars

to the

Your devotion to our shul and community is
really admirable. Kol Hakavod
.

Tuchmans and Haars

Frederica and Alan Gombo



on this well-deserved honor.

Lorraine and Nathan Strick
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Mazel Tov & Best Wishes to
In honor of

The Tuchmans
Suzi and Kal Tuchman

Martin and Zelda Braun
Mazel Tov and best wishes to the honorees:
Suzi and Kal Tuchman
and
Dora Chana and Josh Haar

Marilyn and Jack Sherman

Stuart & Eileen Weltz
Columbus, Ohio

Even in college I knew Suzi
was destined for great things!
Mazel Tov
Suzi and Kal.
We love you!

Chavi and Hal

Mazel Tov to
The Honorees

The Dubners
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Mazel Tov to Suzi & Kal Tuchman and to Dora
Chana & Josh Haar for your tireless effort on
behalf of the community. You are an inspiration
to all of us. This is an honor well deserved.

Gila & Eli Lazar
Zahava & Yitzie Rosenbaum



Mazal Tov
Mr. & Mrs. Tuchman
on this well-deserved honor for all your
dedication and hard work!
Love,

The Burkwitz Family

Congratulations to The Honorees
Your Friends at DoAll Travel - for all
your travel needs call 718.972.6000

Mazel Tov to the

Mazel Tov to

Tuchmans and Haars

Suzi and Kal Tuchman

SHOP GLATT MART
172 E. Park Ave.
Long Beach, NY 11561
516-897-8657



Dora Chana and Josh Haar

Young Israel of Oceanside
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BOOSTERS

Vivian and Neil Bernstein
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Burros
Yosef and Janice Levy
Mr. and Mrs. Sandy Schustek
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Spector
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Young Israel of Oceanside
150 Waukena Avenue
Oceanside, NY 11572

